Early detection of diseases can save lives. Hence, there is emphasis in sorting rare disease-indicating cells within small dilute quantities such as in the confines of lab-on-a-chip devices. In our work, we use optical forces to isolate red blood cells detected by machine vision 1 . This approach is gentler, less invasive and more economical compared to conventional FACS systems. As cells are less responsive to plastic or glass beads commonly used in the optical manipulation literature, and since laser safety would be an issue in clinical use, we develop efficient approaches in utilizing lasers and light modulation devices. The Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) method that can be used for efficiently illuminating spatial light modulators or creating well-defined contiguous optical traps is supplemented by diffractive techniques capable of integrating the available light and creating 2D or 3D beam distributions aimed at the positions of the detected cells. Furthermore, the beam shaping freedom provided by GPC can allow optimizations in the beam's propagation and its interaction with the catapulted cells.
INTRODUCTION
Cell sorting is important in cellular biology, health and medical research 1, 2 . For example, the identification of rare diseases and subsequent isolation of infected cells among millions of others can be used to further study such disease. The early identification of diseases through the detection of rare circulating tumor cells, or rare anemia in the blood can be used to take preventive measures before the condition worsens 3 .
Given its well understood importance, devices for studying cells are being developed as early as the 60s 4 . For example, one established method for cell sorting is based on flow cytometry or fluorescence-activated cell sorting systems (FACS). Flow cytometry works by queuing cells in a single line so they can be analyzed one by one. An alternative based on optical fractionation 5 was also proposed for sorting. Sorting is possible as particles with different properties have characteristic deflections as they flow through an optical lattice. As particle motion in fractionation is not actively controlled, careful calibration of the optical lattice is required.
We take a different approach on sorting by using optical scattering forces as the sorting mechanism 6 and machine vision to automate detecting particles of interest. Once detected, cells are directly pushed into another stream for later collection and study. Figure 1 illustrates our cell sorting approach. This approach may be compared with quality control of fruits as they are picked from a conveyor, in which case, machine vision is also employed. Machine vision had been successfully used to identify objects and automate tasks as early as the 80s wherein it is applied in sorting in quality control, automated manufacturing, unmanned vehicles among many others. Until today, as processing hardware and image recognition algorithms continue to improve, and with the increasing amount of calibration image data, machine vision is actively used in diverse fields such as gaming and computing, unmanned vehicles, and person identification. Applied to optical manipulation, machine vision can be used to locate cells that deviate from normal healthy ones and then activate traps based on the cell's position enabling automated manipulation 7 or dynamic stabilization 8 .
The Bio-Optofluidic Cell Sorter 9 (cell-BOCS) is therefore designed to utilize machine vision to search for abnormalities in cells. Visible features on cell samples such as morphology, size or color are used as a basis of discrimination. As fluorescence is optional, samples can be prepared on solutions that keep them viable. The cell-BOCS's gentle sorting approach also preserves the cells viability. Keeping the cells alive are important for later studies as they can be increase in numbers through culturing and their reactions to possible treatment can be observed. Figure 1 . Sorting principle of the cell-BOCS. A sample mixture in a laminar flow is goes through a detection window that is viewed through the microscope. Cells that fit a certain criterion are located by processing the images grabbed through the microscope. Catapult traps are activated at the locations of these identified cells to push them to another flow channel where they are sorted out.
Efficient laser utilization
The cell-BOCS borrows features from our previously reported BioPhotonics Workstations 10 (BWS) and both are actively being miniaturized 9 . Unlike the BWS, however, there is a higher incentive for a compact implementation in the cell-BOCS for deployment in "non-optics" bio-oriented facilities. Efficient laser shaping would therefore allow much smaller lasers, reducing the footprint of the cell-BOCS. Other advantages are the reduced bill of materials, and the reduced risk of laser related injuries. Due to the expected scarcity of disease carrying cells, it would be typical to run the cell sorter for prolonged periods (hours to days), hence, a reduced operating power consumption would also be beneficial.
LIGHT SHAPING STRATEGIES
Although, microscopic phenomena can be altered through macroscopic ways, like introducing chemicals into sample medium, or controlling temperature, there are many instances wherein it is preferable to have localized and spatially controlled interactions. This is particularly true with cell sorting wherein a high concentration of the cells of interest is preferred. Light's ability to be shaped then be sent to microscopic environments, even sealed ones, like through the channels of a microfluidic chip, offers a very convenient way of exerting spatially distributed forces on biological samples. We will therefore consider some efficient and practical light shaping techniques that can be applied to cell sorting. This would include Generalized Phase Contrast, matched filtering Generalized Phase Contrast, and the use of binary diffraction gratings.
There are some common features in the light shaping techniques to be considered. First, in order to be efficient, the techniques should be classified as "phase-only modulation". This means that no light is blocked or deflected away in a subtractive manner in order to sculpt out the desired light pattern, as in amplitude modulation. Another common feature is the use of programmable phase-only spatial light modulators (SLM). Like video screens, SLM's are pixel addressed device. However, instead of controlling color transmittance, phase SLM pixels control the phase of light that reflects of each pixel. Hence, SLM's are convenient for applying phase transmittance functions to initially flat-phased light sources. Further details and considerations about the light shaping techniques will be discussed in the succeeding subsections.
Generalized Phase Contrast
Generalized Phase Contrast 11 (GPC) is an extension to Zernike's phase contrast microscopy primarily designed for beam shaping 11 , but also finds used in quantitative phase imaging 12, 13 and optical encryption 14 . Phase modulated input light is focused through a static phase element, i.e. a phase contrast filter (PCF) and subsequently imaged in the far field or another Fourier lens. Hence, in the GPC method, an input phase pattern is directly mapped into an intensity pattern through the 4f filtering configuration. This simple one-to-one pixel mapping lessens the computational requirements, Sample source Igonred Sorted out enabling real-time reconfigurability as no iterative Fourier transform calculations are required. With the use of a 4f imaging configuration, potentially disturbing light that would have otherwise been spent on the zero-order in a 2f CGH setup is utilized as a synthetic reference wave for forming patterns at the output via self-interference. Furthermore, since the output has a flat phase profile, GPC becomes convenient for certain volume oriented applications such as counter propagating optical traps mainly used in the BWS 10, 15 or catapulting detected cells at a height of ~100µm in order to push it to another flow channel. GPC's 4f mapping scheme also allows binary SLMs to be used without dealing with mirrored "ghost" copies of the pattern. This would be a problem with holography where the mirrored "twins" at higher orders will take up as much energy as the utilized off-axis patterns. Although GPC allows fast SLM addressing, its one-to-one pixel mapping sets an upper limit to how intense the output beam could be. GPC output would typically be around 4 times more intense than the input level, corresponding to constructive interference of the foreground pattern with the synthetic reference wave 11 . GPC's peak power, however, can be adjusted by choice of focal length of the final objective lens, at the expense of the size of field of view.
For Gaussian incident beams, GPC can be up to 84% efficient and the intensity gain can be up to 3x 16 . However, unless using multiple smaller beams, there is a limited working area when using Gaussian illuminated GPC. With its use with static GPC Light Shapers 17 , Gaussian GPC can boost the illumination intensity on spatial light modulators, allowing the use of less powerful lasers for the same task 18 . Hence when maximally utilizing an SLM's addressable area, a GPC Light Shaper is useful, regardless of what light shaping technique is subsequently done with the SLM.
Matched filtering GPC
By borrowing features from phase-only correlation, matched filtering Generalized Phase Contrast (mGPC) combines the respective strongholds and advantages of GPC and diffractive beam shaping (e.g. holography). Similar to GPC, mGPC does not suffer from a strong un-diffracted zero-order light, ghost orders and spurious phase variations. Likewise, it is also straightforward to encode SLM phase patterns, only requiring translated copies of the same basis shape. Hence, due to the similar 4f geometries, mGPC shares GPC's advantages over digital holography 19 . However, with the additional correlation part, mGPC also gathers light into strongly focused spikes without squeezing the field of view or working are in the sample. Instead of a PCF, mGPC uses a matched filter typically composed of concentric phase shifting rings that align to the lobes of an Airy-like function resulting from the Fourier transformed phase disks on the SLM. As the Airylike function is effectively "rectified", the planar phase at the Fourier plane results to focused beams at the output, i.e. higher peak intensities. This focusing, of course, comes at the price of losing GPC's ability of forming contiguous extended areas of light. As in image detection, the correlation part also makes mGPC tolerant to input noise such as mild phase aberrations, hence, being able to work even with consumer grade pico projectors based on liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) 20 . GPC, on the other hand, will also reveal the surface imperfections of a consumer projector's LCoS modulator. Hence, mGPC is attractive for lowering the cost of the cell-BOCS. A related technique to mGPC, phase-only correlation 
